WEMC NEWS UPDATE

**Why is data sharing important?**

In June, a public webinar presented by WEMC’s Data Exchange, Access and Standards Special Interest Group (Data SIG), led by Laurent Dubus (EDF) and Sue Haupt (NCAR), communicated why data sharing is important to improve renewable energy forecasts, how data exchange is organized in meteorology and what could be done in the energy industry to assist with a faster progress in integrating more renewable energy into the grid. A new post gives a summary of the messages from the webinar and a chance to re-watch it in full.

**Read the summary**

---

**'The Climate Pocketbook'**

WEMC’s Kit Rackley and WEMC Education SIG member Sebastian Sterl write about a new approach to educational outreach from experts.
WEMC Member blog

WEMC has members across the globe, from a variety of backgrounds and expertise, doing work on a range of important issues to strengthen energy and meteorology education, research and collaboration. We welcome posts from our members communicating the fantastic work that they do. We are delighted to share with you this post written by Noel Banda, a WEMC member from Malawi, who works as a meteorologist and climate specialist in the Malawi Department of Climate Change and Meteorological Services.

Not a WEMC Member yet?

Membership is free, so why not join today? Members can contribute to Special Interest Groups and WEMC publications, connect with other energy and meteorology professionals, and access resources in our exclusive Members Area.